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O PTIMAL FEED TEMPERATURE FOR AN IMMOBILIZED ENZYME
FIXED - BED REACTOR : A CASE STUDY ON HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION BY COMMERCIAL CATALASE
Ireneusz Grubecki∗
Faculty of Chemical Technology and Engineering, UTP University of Science and Technology,
3 Seminaryjna Street, 85-326 Bydgoszcz, Poland
Optimal feed temperature was determined for a non-isothermal fixed-bed reactor performing hydrogen peroxide decomposition by immobilized Terminox Ultra catalase. This feed temperature was
obtained by maximizing the average substrate conversion under constant feed flow rate and temperature constraints. In calculations, convection-diffusion-reaction immobilized enzyme fixed-bed reactor
described by a set of partial differential equations was taken into account. It was based on kinetic, hydrodynamic and mass transfer parameters previously obtained in the process of H2 O2 decomposition.
The simulation showed the optimal feed temperature to be strongly dependent on hydrogen peroxide
concentration, feed flow rate and diffusional resistances expressed by biocatalyst effectiveness factor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fixed-bed reactors (FXBR) are important workhorses in biochemical industry because of their efficiency,
low cost, and type of construction, operation, and maintenance. These (bio)reactors are widely employed
since use of immobilized enzymes offers an easy product separation (with less allergenic enzyme impurities), less enzyme loss, increase in thermal and operational enzyme stability, enzyme protection against
harmful environmental stress, and a better process control (Maria, 2012).
In general, the use of FXBR presents intrinsic kinetic advantages over stirred-tank reactors for most bioprocess types, ensuring higher rates and a lower risk to disintegrate the support through mechanical shearing.
Design and optimization of fixed-bed reactors are not an easy task and often involve an inherent trade-off
between different and conflicting objectives (Sendín et al., 2006). These objectives, including economic
benefits, investment, operating and materials costs, quality and control aspects, can be currently used to
derive feasible optimal solutions for such a reactor, applying specific numerical algorithms, for example
Pareto-optimal fronts method for pairs of adverse objectives (Maria and Crisan, 2017). Particularly, in
case of bioprocesses, optimal conditions assurance can be a very challenging task (even if the process
model is available) because of enzyme deactivation (which usually leads to decrease of reaction rate)
which is not always taken into account to predict proper bioreactor behaviour (Al-Muftah and Abu-Reesh,
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2005; Hassan et al., 1995; Berendsen et al., 2007). The factors responsible for enzyme deactivation characteristics in relationship to the main enzyme catalysed reaction can be decisive in choosing the reactor
operating mode (Maria and Crisan, 2015) and optimal operating conditions for biotransformations course
(Grubecki, 2016). This optimal operating policy can be practically achieved mainly in two control modes
of reactor operation. The first one is the control of feed rate to the (bio)reactor in such a way that it
decreases with time in order to compensate the loss of enzyme activity (Maria and Crisan, 2015). The second mode is temperature as the most relevant variable to be optimized for enzyme reactor operation. At
moderate temperatures the enzyme deactivation rate is insignificant while its initial reaction rate increases
with temperature. At higher temperatures the concentration of active enzyme decreases due to the increase
in the deactivation rate which becomes predominant. As a result, the reaction rate diminishes. Thus, the
proper temperature strategy (e.g. optimal temperature control) should find a compromise between the rate
of reaction and that of enzyme deactivation (Grubecki, 2012).
Most frequently optimal considerations deal with the processes occurring in the presence of (bio)catalyst
that undergoes thermal deactivation (Polakovic and Vrabel, 1996).
Biocatalyst deactivation dependent on substrate concentration (parallel deactivation) is the specific one
and makes enzyme activity both the function of time and position. Such deactivation mechanism is related
to catalase which has intensively been applied for elimination of residual hydrogen peroxide in various
domains such as textile (Soares et al., 2011), food (Farkye, 2004), and semiconductors industries (Oh
et al., 2002), as well as wastewater treatment (Charron et al., 2004) and cosmetics and pharmaceutical
formulations in biosensor system (Campanella et al., 1998; Görenek et al., 2004; O’Brien et al., 2007).
Catalase can be applied in the native form or immobilized on natural and synthetic carrier materials based
on polymers or low molecular compounds, organic or inorganic ones (Grigoras, 2017). However, when
working with immobilized enzymes (especially catalase), internal and/or external diffusional resistances
(IDR/EDR) are likely to occur regardless of the method of immobilization used (Illanes A., 2013).
Hydrogen peroxide decomposition (HPD) by catalase has theoretically been studied (Do, 1984; Do and
Weiland, 1981a; 1981b; 1981c; Hossain and Do, 1989; Grubecki, 2012) and verified experimentally
(Alptekin et al., 2009; Cantemir et al., 2013; Costa et al., 2002; Krishna and Kittrell, 1990; Tai and Greenfield, 1981; Tarhan and Uslan, 1990; Trusek-Hołownia and Noworyta, 2015). However, in none of the
papers the optimal operating policy ensuring the maximum of the time-averaged substrate conversion
achieved in the fixed-bed reactor has been taken into account.
One can notice that the optimal temperature and/or flow rate control policies in a continuous packedbed reactor are not easy to implement in industrial practice, because of the difficulties of controlling the
substrate solution temperature as a function of time and reactor length.
The optimization problem of the fixed-bed reactor has been solved by Lin (1991) in relation to nonisothermal biotransformation occurring in the presence of immobilized enzyme undergoing thermal deactivation described by a first-order kinetic equation.
However, the analysis mentioned above is of a general nature, it does not take into account mass-transfer
limitations. Moreover, hydrogen peroxide decomposition in industrial practice usually is carried out under
isothermal conditions at temperatures above 323 K, though the optimal activity of catalase is achieved in
the range of moderate temperatures (293–323K) (BRENDA data-base, 2018; Ene and Maria, 2012; Horst
et al., 2006; Maria et al., 2012;). Thus, the key problem is to determine the temperature conditions in
which the decomposition process of hydrogen peroxide should be performed taking into account lower
and upper temperature constraints.
Hence, the objective of the present study was to search for – under constant feed flow rate – the optimal
feed temperature (OFT) of the fixed-bed reactor performing hydrogen peroxide decomposition by Termi-
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nox Ultra catalase (TUC), immobilized onto non-porous glass beads. The optimal feed temperature was
obtained by maximizing time-averaged hydrogen peroxide conversion accounting for the lower Tmin and
the upper Tmax temperature constraints as well as diffusional resistances expressed by global effectiveness
factor.
The use of model solutions in the light of the conducted analysis can improve the knowledge of hydrogen
peroxide decomposed by catalases from various sources (especially Terminox Ultra catalase) and the
selection of operating conditions.

2. FORMULATION OF THE FIXED-BED REACTOR PROBLEM
Let us consider a packed-bed immobilized enzyme reactor of length, H, inner diameter, DR , through which
the hydrogen peroxide solution with feed flow rate Q, flows.

2.1. Assumptions
The course of any enzymatic process depends on a number of factors. These factors are usually difficult to
measure, especially in the case of enzymatic systems. Thus, to formulate and then solve the mathematical
model of FXBR in which the hydrogen peroxide decomposition by immobilized TUC is carried out, the
following assumptions have been made:
• catalyst particles are spherical and uniformly packed inside the reactor;
• volume and density of the reacting medium are constant;
• the process is diffusion-controlled;
• effective diffusivity does not change throughout the particles and is independent of the substrate concentration;
• enzyme activity is uniform throughout the particle and the reactor;
• feed and pellet temperatures are constant;
• pressure drop across the reactor as well as radial concentration and temperature gradients in the bulk
liquid are assumed to be negligible;
• substrate (hydrogen peroxide) transport rate from the bulk liquid to the outer surface of the immobilized bead is equimolar diffusion described by Equation (1) below
rm = kmL am (CA −CAs )

(1)

where kmL is the external mass transfer coefficient, am is the area of the external mass transfer, CA
and CAs are the H2 O2 concentrations in the bulk and at the external surface of immobilized beads,
respectively;
• rate of hydrogen peroxide decomposition, rA , is described by the Michaelis–Menten kinetics
rA = ηeff kR′

CECA
(1 +CA /KM )

(2)

• effect of hydrogen peroxide concentration on the enzyme deactivation rate, rD , in agreement with Do
and Weiland theory (1980) and verified by Vasudevan and Weiland (1990) has been taken into account
rD = ηeff kD
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834

CECA
(1 +CA /KD )

(3)
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• in industrial practice hydrogen peroxide decomposition is carried out at low H2 O2 concentration (lower
or equal to 0.02 kmol m−3 ),
• effect of temperature on the rate constants for reaction νR (kR ) and deactivation νD (kD ) is expressed
by the Arrhenius equation
)
(
Ei
(i = D, R)
(4)
ki = ki0 exp −
RT

2.2. Fixed-bed reactor model
2.2.1. Mass and energy balances with enzyme deactivation rate equation

To make the numerical simulation easy the following dimensionless state variables
CE =

CE
,
CE0

CA =

CA
,
CA, In

ϑ=

T
TIn

(5)

dimensionless axial coordinate variable and dimensionless utilization time of biocatalyst
z=

h
,
H

τ =t

US
H

(6)

as well as dimensionless process parameters
PemL =

US H
,
ε DL

K1 = kR am
HR =

H
,
US

(−∆HR )CA, In
,
ρ CP TIn

PeqL =

ρ CPUS H
ε Λax

(7a)

H
US

(7b)

K2 = kDCA, In

βi =

Ei
RTIn

(i = D, R)

(7c)

were introduced.
Then, under the above assumptions, the differential mass and energy balances in the bulk liquid phase for
substrate as well as equation describing the enzyme (TUC) deactivation rate can be written as:

ε

∂ 2CA ∂ CA
∂ CA
−
− ηeff (1 − ε )K1CECA
= Pe−1
mL
∂τ
∂ z2
∂z

(8)

∂ 2ϑ ∂ ϑ
∂ϑ
= Pe−1
−
− ηeff (1 − ε )K1 HRCECA
qL
∂τ
∂ z2
∂z

(9)

ε
−

∂ CE
= ηeff (1 − ε )K2CECA
∂τ

(10)

The initial (τ = 0) and boundary conditions for Eqs. (8)–(10) at the entry (z = 0) and exit (z = 1) of the
bioreactor are given by:

τ = 0,
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0≤z≤1:

CA = CE = ϑ = 1

(11)

∂ CA
= CA − 1,
∂z

τ > 0,

z=0:

Pe−1
mL

τ > 0,

z=1:

∂ CA ∂ ϑ
=
=0
∂z
∂z

Pe−1
qL

∂ϑ
= ϑ −1
∂z

(12)
(13)
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2.2.2. Calculation of the effectiveness factor
To evaluate the effectiveness factor (ηeff ) appearing in Eqs. (2), (3) and (8)–(10), the following expressions
can be adopted (Illanes et al., 2013)

ηEDR = (1 + Da)−1
[
]
ηIDR = ϕ −1 tanh−1 (3ϕ ) − (3ϕ )−1
]
[
Bi tanh−1 (3ϕ ) − (3ϕ )−1
]
ηG = [
ϕ Bi − 1 + 3ϕ tanh−1 (3ϕ )

effect of EDR

(14a)

effect of IDR

(14b)

effect of EDR and IDR

(14c)

In order to calculate the Damkőhler (Da) and Biot (Bi) numbers the external mass transfer model developed by the author in a the previous work (Grubecki, 2017) has been applied. When Bi → ∞, then a system
is free of EDR and Eq. (14c) takes the form of Eq. (14b).
It is obvious that when enzyme deactivation occurs the effectiveness factor tends to increase, because the
lower biocatalyst activity moves the system away from mass-transfer limitations (Palazzi and Converti,
2001). Thus, the evaluation of the diffusional resistances in a reactor utilizing a biocatalyst subject to
deactivation (especially parallel deactivation) can be a very hard problem, even from a numerical solution
viewpoint. Thus, in this work calculations have been made for the lowest value of effectiveness factor ηeff
corresponding to the initial biocatalyst activity (Eqs. (14a)–(14c)).
To assess the effectiveness factor (ηeff ) in the present work, the relationships suggested by Doran (1995)
and used by Maria and Crisan (2015) can be applied as well. However, it should be noticed, that for
biotransformations occurring at low substrate concentrations (KM /CA, In → ∞), the Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be expressed by a first-order kinetic equation and the relationships described by Doran (1995)
take the form of Eqs. (14a)–(14c).

2.2.3. Estimation of film mass transfer coefficient
To predict the mass-transfer coefficient for H2 O2 the following correlation developed by Chilton and
Colburn (1934) was used
2/3 ( )
DL,S ρ (n−1/3) n
US
(15)
kmL = K 1−n
η
dP
This correlation was verified experimentally for hydrogen peroxide decomposed by Terminox Ultra catalase in a model fixed-bed reactor (Grubecki, 2017). Consequently, the values of n and K were assessed to
be equal to 0.632 and 0.972, respectively. Equation (15) is applicable for 0 < Re < 20.

2.2.4. Calculation of effective diffusion coefficient
To show the role of porosity on diffusion, free diffusivity in a fluid without obstacles must be scaled with
tortuosity, i.e. the diffusion path of species accounting for the deviation from straight line. In this paper,
the frequently used tortuosity-porosity relation (Karger and Ruthven, 1992; Sherwood et al., 1975) was
applied to estimate the effective diffusivity
Deff = DL,S
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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(16)
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where τP is tortuosity factor expressed as follows (Shen and Chen, 2007):

τP2 =

εP
1 − (1 − εP )1/3

(17)

and εP is the effective, transport-through porosity of the considered structure assumed to be 0.5 (Do and
Hossain, 1987).

2.2.5. Correlations for the dispersion coefficients

The Péclet number for mass transfer (PemL ) as a function of Reynolds number (Re) was developed from
tracer experiments to be (Appendix A)
PemL = 0.484Re + 1.420

(18)

The experimental correlation (Eq. (19)) describing the effect of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers on the thermal dispersion coefficient (Λx ) and developed by Testu et al. (2007) was used in calculations to determine
the Péclet number for heat transfer PeqL
[
]
1.5 8.87(Pr − 0.7) − 0.543(Pr − 7.02)
Λx = 1.3 + 0.607ε (1 − ε )Re
(19)
6.32
This correlation should be applied for water/glass beads and air/glass bead systems in the 0 < Re ≤ 130
range.

2.3. Objective function
An optimizing problem has been formulated that under constant feed flow rate would provide a feed
temperature maximizing the following time-averaged substrate conversion
1
αm,z=1 =
τf

∫τf [

]
1 −CA (z = 1, x) dx

(20)

0

2.4. Constraints
To ensure a safe operation the bioreactor temperature and feed flow rate, Q, are bounded as below

ϑmin ≤ ϑ ≤ ϑmax

(21)

Qmin ≤ Q ≤ Qmax

(22)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimal feed temperature maximizing the time-averaged hydrogen peroxide conversion was obtained
using constrained non-linear minimization with MATLAB Optimization Toolbox (Mathworks Inc., Natick
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MA, USA). In optimization procedure, the MATLAB Partial Differential Equation Toolbox was employed
to solve a set of non-linear partial differential equations (Eqs. (8)–(10)).
To perform the calculations, the rate constants for reaction and deactivation were earlier determined
(Grubecki, 2017) from data collected during a laboratory study carried out at different temperatures in
model FXBR (Table 1) for the process of HPD by immobilized TUC onto non-porous glass beads. These
rate constants have been illustrated in Fig. 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of the model reactor and biocatalyst employed in calculations

Reactor sizes
Length (m)

0.36

Diameter (×10−3 m)

8.00

Cross section (×10−5 m2 )

5.03

Total volume (×10−5 m3 )

1.81

External surface/reactor volume unity (×103 m−1 )

8.32

Bed characteristics
Particle diameter (×10−4 m)

5.05

Bed density (×103 kg m−3 )

1.82

Total biocatalyst weight in reactor (×10−3 kg)

33.0

Total biocatalyst volume in reactor (×10−6 m3 )

12.67

Free volume (×10−3 m3 )

5.43

Porosity

0.30

Fig. 1. Dependences of kR am (solid line) and kD (dashed line) vs. (T −1 )
for HPD by TUC
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Then, the activation energies and frequency factors for reaction and deactivation were calculated and listed
in Table 2.
Table 2. Kinetic parameters in Arrhenius equation for reaction and deactivation

Reaction of hydrogen peroxide decomposition
Activation energy (kJ mol−1 )

ER = 12.6 ± 0.3

Frequency factor (s−1 )

kR0 am = 48.00 ± 5.38

Deactivation of Terminox Ultra catalase
Activation energy (kJ mol−1 )

ED = 49.7 ± 1.2

Frequency factor (m3 kmol−1 s−1 )

kD0 = (2.77 ± 1.08) × 107

Furthermore, in calculations, the reaction heat (−∆HR ) of HPD of 93 kJ mol−1 (Eissen et al., 2003;
Berendsen et al., 2007) has been employed.
It is apparent from Eqs. (8)–(10) that the biotransformation occurring in the presence of immobilized enzyme is governed by the parameters, CA, In , TIn , K1 , K2 , HR and ηeff considered to be of crucial importance.
When working with immobilized enzymes, analysis assessing mass-transfer limitations should be conducted. They are usually expressed as external or/and internal diffusional resistances (EDR/IDR). Thus,
the values of the Biot number, Bi, and Thiele modulus, ϕ , are listed in Table 3, while the corresponding
behavior of the effectiveness factors ηEDR = ηEDR (Q, T ) and ηG = ηG (Q, T ) obtained by Eqs. (14a) and
(14c), respectively, are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Effectiveness factor ηeff under a) external diffusional restrictions ηeff = ηEDR , b) external and internal
diffusional resistances ηeff = ηG , as a function of volumetric flux (Q) and temperature (T )

Assessing the Biot number (Table 3), for Q ≥ 25 × 10−8 m3 s−1 the EDR can be disregarded and rate of
HPD can be controlled by IDR slightly decreasing with temperature (ηIDR = 0.33 for Tmin = 293 K and
ηIDR = 0.37 for Tmax = 323 K). On the contrary, when Q ≤ 25 × 10−8 m3 s−1 the combined effect of EDR
and IDR takes place. Thus, to express the impact of diffusional resistances in the whole range of Q, the
global effectiveness factor should be introduced (Fig. 2b). Variations of Q ranging from 166.7 × 10−8 to
1.67 × 10−8 m3 s−1 cause the decrease of the global effectiveness factor, ηG , from 0.30 to 0.072.
Thiele modulus has been calculated for intrinsic reaction rate constant of HPD (Table 2). Thus, it takes
its maximum value shown in Table 3, and in consequence, the effectiveness factor under IDR, ηIDR , takes
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Table 3. The value of Biot number, Bi, and Thiele modulus, ϕ , estimated at different values of volumetric flux, Q,
as well as lower Tmin and upper Tmax temperature constraints

Tmin = 293 K

Q × 108 m3 s−1
Bi

Tmax = 323 K

ϕ

Bi

166.7

31.1

29.4

125.0

25.9

24.5

83.3

20.1

19.0

41.7

13.0

25.0

9.38

8.86

16.7

7.26

6.86

8.33

4.68

4.43

3.33

2.62

2.48

1.67

1.69

1.60

2.590

12.2

ϕ

2.314

the minimum value. Therefore, the global effectiveness factor applied in this work may be useful in the
process of HPD by catalase originating from various sources.
To determine the optimal temperature strategies, especially OFT, which enable the maximum performance
of the reactor, the temperature distribution in the bulk reaction medium can be particularly useful. In such
analysis, the energy balance and the allowable temperature range should be taken into consideration. For
Terminox Ultra catalase such temperature range is from Tmin = 293 K to Tmax = 323 K due to its optimal
operational activity (Grubecki, 2016).
Analysis revealed that the reaction heat of HPD by TUC released at low H2 O2 concentrations makes the
temperature rise along the length of bioreactor negligible so temperature conditions in the reactor can be
considered as isothermal.
On the other hand, the temperature distribution in the bed is independent of the reaction heat. Thus, it
allows to predict temperature conditions existing in bulk liquid phase. What does change is the value of
the maximum temperature reached in the reactor and at higher H2 O2 concentration, it may be higher by
a few to even dozen or so degrees in comparison with the feed temperature, TIn . The higher the feed H2 O2
concentration, the faster deactivation of TUC can be expected. As a result, the most significant temperature
growth is achieved only during the initial run of the bioreactor.
It can be noted that for analysed values of kinetic and mass-transfer parameters such feed temperature (e.g.
optimal feed temperature, TIn, opt ) can be indicated, for which average H2 O2 conversion at reactor outlet
attains maximum value (Fig. 3, lines 2–8) or is the highest one (Fig. 3, line 1).
Generally, the lower the feed H2 O2 concentration (Fig. 4), the value of global effectiveness factor as well
as the higher enzyme activity (Fig. 5), the higher the temperature (TIn, opt ), that yields the maximum (or
highest) level of average H2 O2 conversion at the reactor outlet (Eq. (20)). It should be noted however,
that the optimal feed temperature, TIn, opt , exists only for a certain number (at least one) of effectiveness
factor, ηG = ηG∗ . Then, the average H2 O2 conversion curve has only one, very weak peak. In case under
consideration the above mentioned factors are equal: ηG∗ = 0.168 for Q∗ = 11.7 × 10−8 m3 s−1 , ηG∗ =
0.159 for Q∗ = 10 × 10−8 m3 s−1 , ηG∗ = 0.149 for Q∗ = 8.33 × 10−8 m3 s−1 and ηG∗ = 0.137 for Q∗ =
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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Fig. 3. Exemplary figure showing the effect of feed temperature TIn and
volumetric flux, Q, on average conversion of hydrogen peroxide decomposed by TUC in the adiabatic reactor. Open circles represent the maximum
(or the highest) value

6.67 × 10−8 m3 s−1 . For ηG > ηG∗ (in this case ηG > 0.168), an average substrate conversion decreases
with raising temperature, TIn , and then the OFT is equal to lower temperature constraint TIn, opt = Tmin . On
the contrary, for ηG < ηG∗ (in this case ηG < 0.137), an average H2 O2 conversion increases with raising
temperature, TIn , and the OFT should be equal to upper temperature constraint (TIn, opt = Tmax ). It means
that under such circumstances the reactor should operate under isothermal conditions at the temperature
level of Tmax . The heat effect of reaction does not affect the value of TIn, opt .

Fig. 4. Effect of feed temperature (TIn ) and feed concentration (CA, In ) on
the average H2 O2 conversion at the reactor outlet (open circles represent
the maximum value)
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Fig. 5. Effect of feed temperature (TIn ) and enzyme activity (KI ) on the
average H2 O2 conversion at the reactor outlet (open circles represent the
maximum value)

A biocatalyst of a larger size provides greater diffusional resistances and a decrease of the global effectiveness factor. As a result, an increase of OFT value can be expected. For clarity purposes, the dependence αm,z=1 vs. TIn and dP has been shown in Fig. 6. For example, increase of the biocatalyst pellet
diameter from 5 × 10−4 to 10 × 10−4 m causes the OFT rise from 314 K to 318 K, respectively, for
Q = 5 × 10−8 m3 s−1 , and from 303 K to 307 K, respectively, for Q = 10 × 10−8 m3 s−1 .

Fig. 6. Effect of feed temperature (TIn ) and particle diameter (dP ) on the
average H2 O2 conversion at the reactor outlet (open circles represent the
maximum value). Solid lines represent conversion for Q = 5 × 10−8 m3 s−1
and dashed line for Q = 10 × 10−8 m3 s−1
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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When the effect of external film diffusion can be disregarded then the process course is controlled by
IDR related to the internal structure of biocatalyst. Figure 7 depicts the dependence illustrating the effect
of effectiveness factor under IDR, ηIDR , and volumetric flux, Q, on OFT. Due to clarity of Fig. 7, the
relationship TIn, opt vs. ηIDR has been presented only for selected values of Q × 108 equals 3.33, 8.33, 16.7,
25.0 m3 s−1 , for which the differences in curve courses are substantial.

Fig. 7. Exemplary figure showing effect of effectiveness factor under IDR
(ηIDR ) and volumetric flux (Q) on OFT ensuring the maximum average
substrate conversion (αm,z=1 ) at the reactor outlet

Generally, in a situation when EDR can be negligible (similarly when the combined effect of EDR and IDR
∗
∗ , the
can be indicated that for ηIDR > ηIDR
occurs), for any volumetric flux Q, such values of ηIDR = ηIDR
∗ ,T
optimal feed temperature TIn, opt is equal to Tmin . However, for ηIDR < ηIDR
In, opt = Tmax . Flow slowdown
∗
causes shift of the ηIDR values toward the higher ones.

Fig. 8. Exemplary figure showing effect of feed temperature (TIn ) and volumetric
flux (Q) on average H2 O2 conversion (αm,z=1 ) for ηIDR = 0.354
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Especially, for HPD the value of effectiveness factor ηIDR = 0.354 under IDR has been assumed. It was estimated from Eq. (14b) for kinetic and mass-transfer parameters considered in this work and calculated for
moderate temperature of 303 K. Figure 8 demonstrates the effect of feed temperature, TIn , and volumetric
flux, Q, on average H2 O2 conversion, αm,z=1 , at the reactor outlet for the assumed value of effectiveness
factor (ηIDR ).
It may be noticed that when in process of HPD the biocatalyst is applied for which ηIDR = 0.354, the
OFT maximizing the average H2 O2 conversion at reactor outlet, is the lower allowable temperature Tmin =
293 K. The use of biocatalyst of ηIDR value lower than 0.354 increases temperature TIn, opt (Fig. 7).

Fig. 9. Optimal feed temperature (TIn,opt ) vs. feed flow rate (Q) for the
process under EDR as well as combined EDR and IDR effect. Variations
of Q × 108 ranging from 25.0 m3 s−1 to 1.67 m3 s−1 cause the decrease of
ηEDR and ηG from 0.512 to 0.160 and from 0.21 to 0.074, respectively

If the enzyme is immobilized on a carrier surface, then – for the same feed flow rate Q – the effectiveness
factor under EDR (Eq. (14a)), takes always a higher value when compared with the global one (ηG )
considered earlier (Figs. 2a and 2b). Consequently, OFT for the process under EDR takes the lower values
than those required for the process under the combined effect of IDR and EDR (Fig. 9).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the presented simulation study carried out for parametric values the following conclusions can
be drawn:
• The external diffusional resistances in the process of hydrogen peroxide decomposition by immobilized TUC should be always taken into account. In consequence, the global effectiveness factor should
be used to express the combined effect of EDR and IDR. When the volumetric flux (Q × 108 ) varies
from 166.7 m3 s−1 to 1.67 m3 s−1 (for the fixed value of ηIDR = 0.354) effectiveness factor under
EDR and the global one take the values from ηEDR = 0.777 and ηG = 0.288 to ηEDR = 0.227 and
ηG = 0.074, respectively.
http://journals.pan.pl/dlibra/journal/98834
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• For each value of volumetric flux analyzed in this work, one can indicate a certain limit value of the
∗ , that for η > η ∗ the average H O conversion at the reactor outlet, α
effectiveness factor, ηeff
2 2
m,z=1 ,
eff
eff
∗
increases when feed temperature TIn rises, while αm,z=1 decreases for ηeff < ηeff . Thus, there exists
∗ )
such a feed temperature value TIn, opt , for which the average H2 O2 conversion is the maximal (for ηeff
or the highest (for other values ηeff ). The higher diffusional resistances, the higher the temperature
ensuring the average maximum H2 O2 conversion.
• The higher enzyme activity and the lower feed concentration, the higher optimal feed temperature and
hydrogen peroxide conversion can be achieved.
• The rise of the biocatalyst particle size causes the increase of the diffusional resistances, and optimal
feed temperature as a consequence. Additionally, this temperature rise compensates reduction in H2 O2
conversion caused by decrease in specific surface area of the biocatalyst. Slowdown of the feed flow
rate contributes toward the optimal feed temperature increase and substrate conversion at the same
time.
• Analysis developed in this work allows relatively easily to determine the operating conditions (feed
temperature and flow rate) at which productivity of the fixed-bed reactor for hydrogen peroxide decomposition by immobilized catalase achieves the maximum value or the highest one.

SYMBOLS
am
Bi
CA
CA, j
CE
CP
dP
DL,S
Deff
Da
Ei
H
h
HR
(−∆HR )
K1
K2
Ki
kmL
kD
kD0
kR′
kR0
kR
PemL
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external surface area for mass transfer, m2 m−3
Biot number (= kmL dP /6Deff )
bulk substrate concentration, kmol m−3
H2 O2 concentration at the inlet ( j = In) and outlet ( j = Out), kmol m−3
enzyme activity, kg m−3
heat capacity for the bulk liquid, J kg−1 K−1
particle diameter, m
substrate diffusivity, m2 s−1
effective diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1
Damköhler number (= kR /kmL )
activation energy for reaction (i = R) and deactivation (i = D), J mol−1
bed depth, m
distance from reactor inlet, m
dimensionless heat of reaction (= (−∆HR )CA, In /ρ CP TIn )
heat of reaction, J mol−1
dimensionless number, (= kR am H/US )
dimensionless number, (= kDCA, In H/US )
Michaelis constant for reaction (i = R) and deactivation (i = D), kmol m−3
mass transfer coefficient, m s−1
modified rate constant for deactivation (= νD /KD ), m3 kmol−1 s−1
pre-exponential factor for deactivation rate constant, m3 kmol−1 s−1
modified rate constant for reaction (= νR /KM ), m3 kg−1 s−1
pre-exponential factor for enzymatic reaction rate constant, m s−1
modified rate constant for reaction (= kR′ CE0 /am ), m s−1
Péclet number for mass transfer (= US H/ε DL )
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PeqL
Pr
Q
rm
rA
t
TIn
US
z

Péclet number for heat transfer (= ρ cPUS H/ε Λx )
Prandtl number (= CP η /λ )
feed flow rate, m3 s−1
mass transfer rate, kmol m−3 s−1
reaction rate, kmol m−3 s−1
biocatalyst age, s
feed temperature, K
superficial velocity, m s−1
dimensionless distance from reactor inlet (= h/H)

Greek letters

βi
ε
ϕ
η
ηeff
Λx
λ
νD
νR
ρ
τ
ϑ

dimensionless Arrhenius number defined as (= Ei /RTIn ) (i = D, R)
porosity of the porous medium (= 0.3)
Thiele modulus
fluid viscosity, kg m−1 s−1
effectiveness factor defined by Eqs. (14a)–(14c)
axial heat conduction in liquid phase, W m−1 K−1
liquid thermal conductance, W m−1 K−1
rate constant for deactivation, s−1
rate constant for reaction, kmol kg−1 s−1
liquid density, kg m−3
dimensionless time (= tUS /H)
dimensionless state variable (= T /TIn )
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APPENDIX A
A column (0.36 m × 8×10−3 m) with jacket of water recirculation, packed with non−porous glass beads
(average particle diameter of 5.0×10−4 m) at 293 K was used to measure the longitudinal spreading of the
tracer concentration (CA ) in the exit stream as a function of time (t) and then to estimate the Peclet number
for mass transfer (PemL ). More details concerning the model reactor can be found in Table 2. Hydrogen
peroxide solution (0.078 kmol m−3 ) was used as a tracer. After steady liquid was attained, 1 cm3 of the
tracer was quickly injected. Injection time was kept as low as possible, to achieve almost ideal pulse input
conditions. The response (H2 O2 concentration vs. time) for the reactor outlet was monitored by means
of UV–Vis Jasco V-530 spectrophotometer (Artisan T.G., Champaign IL, USA) equipped with a quartz
cuvette Q11020 (Gallab, Warsaw, Poland) with optical light path of 20 mm, until the tracer concentration
was reduced to near zero. The measurements were carried out at 240 nm wavelength (molar extinction
coefficient of ε240 = 39.4 m3 kmol−1 cm−1 ). As a result the residence rime distribution (RTD) function
E(t) of the H2 O2 solution has been determined from
E(t) = ∫∞

CA (t)

CA,i
∑ CA,i ∆ti

=

CA (t) dt

(A.1)

i

0

for all values of the volumetric flux (Q) applied. On the basis of RTD response the values of the mean
residence time tm
∑ tiCA,i ∆ti
∫∞
tm =

tE(t) dt =
0

i

(A.2)

∑ CA,i ∆ti
i

and variance of the data σt2

σt2 =

∫∞

∑ ti2CA,i ∆ti

0

∑ CA,i ∆ti

(t − tm )2 E(t) dt =

i

2
− tm

(A.3)

i

were assessed.
Then, using Eq. (A.4) obtained for a closed–closed system, the Peclet number (PemL ) was calculated from
(Martin, 2000)
[
]
σt2
2
1 − exp(−PemL )
2
σθ = 2 =
1−
(A.4)
tm
PemL
PemL
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Fig. A.1. Dependence PemL vs. Re for the model FXBR

In consequence, the dependence PemL vs. Re with a statistical report has been depicted in Fig. A.1. Experiments were carried out at the feed flow rate ranging from 3.33 × 10−8 m3 s−1 to 250 × 10−8 m3 s−1 and
controlled by a flowmeter.
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